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            Joint Stock Company "Mogilev Metallurgical Works" (JSC "MMW") is the largest
manufacturer of electric-welded pipe, chilled iron shot and grit and manholes in the Republic of
Belarus. More than 50% of produced steel pipe exported to EU countries and the Commonwealth of
Independent States. A priority for our company is to provide a high level of quality and technical
specifications of products.

Since  1999,  our  factory  has  got  down  to  creation  and  a  heading  of  the  quality  management
system.For an estimation of the maintained work in November, 2000 there has been conducted the
certification of the created quality system on meeting the requirements of the international standard
International Organization for Standardization 9001 of version 1994.

In 2006 joint-stock company "Mogilev metallurgical works" became a part of a production
association "Belarus metallurgical works".

Now joint-stock company "Mogilev metallurgical works" produces certificated products of
high quality:
            - Shaped tubes according to DIN EN10219, steel S235JRH, length 6 - 12m:
20x20; 25х25; 28х25; 30x20; 30x30; 35х35; 40x20; 40x25; 40x30; 40x40; 45х45; 50x25; 50x30;
50x40; 50x50; 60x30; 60x40; 60x60; 70x50; 70x70; 80x40; 80x60; 80x80; 90x50; 90x90; 100x40;
100x50; 100x60; 100х80; 100x100.
           The cost of profile pipes in September 2013:
- steel S235JRH: 480 EUR/ton, FCA Mogilev (Belarus).
- steel S355J2H: 545 EUR/ton, FCA Mogilev (Belarus).
           We can also produce specialized steel pipe S355J2H, and precision tubes according to DIN
EN10305-3 steel E195, E235:
21,3; 26,9; 33,7; 42,4; 48,3; 60,3; 76,1; 88,9; 101,6.

The cost is reported on demand.
The round welded tubes, which produces of JSC "MMW" in the EU until 2014, the anti-

dumping duty of 38.1%. But the delivery of the above precision tubes made without the payment of
anti-dumping duty. (Codes 7306304900, 7306307709, 7306619200, 7306619900).

The terms of supply DAF border of the Republic of Belarus / Russia / FCA Mogilev.
Percentage of filling pipes with 2.0 mm wall: no more than 20% of the total amount of the

order. Payment Terms: 100% in advance.
Chilled iron grit and shot.
Chilled iron grit and shot are manufactured in accordance with GOST 11964-81.
The following fractions  of  chilled  iron shot  are  produced: 05; 08; 1,0; 1,4; 1,8; 2,2; 2,8;

3,2; 3,6. Also fractions 5,0; 6,0 of ballast shot is manufactured.
The following fractions of chilled iron grit are produced: 02; 03; 05; 08; 1,0; 1,4; 1,8; 2,2.
We can also produce chilled iron grit with a special sowing of EN standard: G 05, G 07, G 12,

G 17,  G 24, G 34, G 39, G 47, G 55, G 66, G 80.
Chemical composition:
С – 2,7-3,2%; Si – 0,8-1,5%; Mn – 0,3-0,85%.

Hardness: 545...830 HV
Density: 7 200 kg/m3.
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Prices for chilled iron shot and grit in September 2013.

Price for 1 t of chilled
iron shot, Euro

Price for 1 t of chilled iron
grit, EuroFraction GOST, in

Big-Bags
R,

on the pallet

Fraction GOST, in
Big-Bags

G, on the
pallet

G05 - 515
02(G07) 570 57505-2.8 450 450 03-05

(G12,G17,G24) 525 530

08
(G34) 505 510

1,0-1,4
(G39, G47, G55) 480 4853,2-6,0 Negotiated

price
Negotiated

price
1,8-2,2

(G66, G80) 475 480

Usage:
- shot-casting and shot-blasting cleaning of castings, rolled steel before and after heat

treatment;
- surface hardening of shafts, springs, cog-wheels etc.;
- surface preparation for electroplating, enameling, painting;
- granite sawing and granite block surface treatment.
- as ballast for concrete (in the construction of nuclear power plants)

Manholes of types A15, B125, C250 manufactured under the GOST 3634-99.
The product is produced of gray iron under the GOST 1412. Manholes are certified by the National
Certificate System of the Republic of Belarus.
The price for iron manholes in September 2013:
- 605 Euro per ton, FCA Mogilev
- floating manhole 625 Euro per ton, FCA Mogilev.

 The full information on let out production can be received on our site www.mmz.by

Contacts of Marketing and Sales Department:
-  pipes:

т/ф: +375 222 26-33-07; тел.: +375 222 26-74-78; e-mail: marketing5@mmz.by;

- chilled iron shot/grit and manholes:
теl.: +375 222 26-02-97; tel/fax: +375 222 46-83-95; e-mail: marketing1@mmz.by
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